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A R T I C L E  I N F O   
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A B S T R A C T   

The clinical translation of photosensitizers based on ruthenium(II) polypyridyl complexes (RPCs) in photody-
namic therapy of cancer faces several challenges. To address these limitations, we conducted an investigation to 
assess the potential of a cubosome formulation stabilized in water against coalescence utilizing a poly-
phosphoester analog of Pluronic F127 as a stabilizer and loaded with newly synthesized RPC-based photosen-
sitizer [Ru(dppn)2(bpy-morph)](PF6)2 (bpy-morph = 2,2′-bipyridine-4,4′-diylbis(morpholinomethanone)), PS- 
Ru. The photophysical characterization of PS-Ru revealed its robust capacity to induce the formation of 
singlet oxygen (1O2). Furthermore, the physicochemical analysis of the PS-Ru-loaded cubosomes dispersion 
demonstrated that the encapsulation of the photosensitizer within the nanoparticles did not disrupt the three- 
dimensional arrangement of the lipid bilayer. The biological tests showed that PS-Ru-loaded cubosomes 
exhibited significant phototoxic activity when exposed to the light source, in stark contrast to empty cubosomes 
and to the same formulation without irradiation. This promising outcome suggests the potential of the formu-
lation in overcoming the drawbacks associated with the clinical use of RPCs in photodynamic therapy for 
anticancer treatments.   

1. Introduction 

Among the various applications of nanotechnology, nanomedicine 
has been a particularly well-explored area. Researchers in this field 
primarily aim to develop nanoparticles that are both safe and capable of 
precisely delivering drugs and imaging agents to pathological tissues. 
This approach seeks to maximize therapeutic effects while minimizing 
side effects, aligning with the goals of personalized medicine. However, 
despite substantial efforts, only a few nanomedicines have successfully 
been translated from the laboratory to the market. One key challenge 
contributing to this limited success is the insufficient biocompatibility of 
certain nanoparticle formulations. 

Cubosomes represent a type of soft nanoparticles characterized by a 
lyotropic liquid crystalline bicontinuous cubic core [1,2]. Created by 
harnessing the natural self-assembly properties of various lipids (such as 
monoolein, MO, or phytantriol) in aqueous environments, they possess 
an inner structure consisting of a three-dimensional, curved, non- 
intersecting lipid double layer that extends throughout space, super-
imposed over an infinite periodic minimal surface (IPMS) with cubic 
symmetry, being the primitive (body-centered lattice, Im3m), the dou-
ble gyroid (body-centered lattice, Ia3d), and the double diamond 
(primitive lattice, Pn3m), the most important in lipid-based systems. 
This unique structure results in the formation of two separate water 
channels. Because cubosomes can accommodate hydrophobic drugs and 
imaging probes, they are proposed for theranostic applications and, 
more broadly, for drug delivery purposes [3–5]. Cubosome dispersions 
are only kinetically stable and a dispersant is required to stabilize the 
nanoparticles against flocculation. Generally, the dispersant belongs to 
the family of non-ionic tri-block copolymers known as Pluronics, with 
F127 being the most representative. However, Pluronics are not biode-
gradable in vivo and can activate the complement system in the blood-
stream, potentially causing cardiopulmonary distress in sensitive 
individuals. Rarely, other dispersants have been reported for stabilizing 
cubosomes in water, leading to the production of less cytotoxic formu-
lations [6,7]. One of such dispersants is a recently synthesized poly-
phosphoester (PPE, a polyester based on phosphoric acid derivatives) 
analog of Pluronic F127, having the remarkable trait of being highly 
stable yet degradable when required. PPEs have received increased 
attention as biodegradable alternatives to polyethylene glycol (PEG), 
with similar antifouling [8] and blood compatibility [9] properties but 
adjustable hydrolysis rates [10]. Specifically, used as stabilizers, PPEs 
were found to improve the biocompatibility of cubosomes with respect 
to Pluronic F127. Well-defined PPE-block copolymers can be synthe-
sized by metal-free, ring-opening polymerization providing fast access 
to degradable Pluronic alternatives. 

Among the different active ingredients that can be incorporated into 
cubosomes, photosensitizer molecules (PS) are attracting increasing 
attention due to encouraging outcomes of photodynamic therapy (PDT) 

in the treatment of different typologies of cancers, such as skin, lung and 
bladder cancer [11,12], as well as bacterial infections [13–15]. The 
possibility to activate the PS (acting as a prodrug) by using light rep-
resents indeed a crucial advantage, as it allows to deliver the phototoxic 
activity towards a desired target in a spatio-temporal manner, avoiding 
the heavy side effects normally incurring with standard therapeutics. 
This key feature is also typically associated with the high efficiency 
arising from the catalytic production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), 
such as the highly potent singlet oxygen 1O2 [16], making PDT an 
appealing resource, even when compared to the more recent photo-
activated chemotherapy (PACT) approach [17–19]. Moreover, PDT- 
generated ROS can stimulate anti-tumor immune responses (in 
contrast to chemotherapy/radiotherapy) [20]. It is therefore surprising 
that PDT has not been broadly applied in clinic yet [21–23], being only 
intended for certain dermatological treatments [24,25]. The PS is one of 
the three ingredients of PDT along with light and availability of oxygen. 
Hydrophobicity, self-aggregation, low cell/tissue specificity and inade-
quate pharmacokinetics of PSs are crucial issues that are not compatible 
with systemic administration. Over the past years great interest has been 
focused on ruthenium(II) polypyridyl complexes (RPCs), a versatile class 
of compounds whose rich chemical-physical repertoire includes good 
ROS sensitizing properties, access to a variety of excited-state electronic 
configurations and the ability to interact with key biological targets 
(such as DNA or proteins) [26–31]. Moreover, their photochemical and 
photobiological properties can be finely modulated by an optimal choice 
of ligands in their octahedral geometries [32]. Of particular relevance 
are those RPCs containing the popular benzo[i]dipyrido[3,2-a:2′,3′-c] 
phenazine (dppn) ligand, a π-expansive ligand which imparts 
augmented 1O2 sensitizing properties, via the population of long-lived 
intraligand 3IL states (3ππ*), but even confers red-shifted absorption 
profiles and strengthens the DNA-interaction capabilities [33]. 

Adenocarcinoma of the lung, which is the most common type of non- 
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), is a possible target for PDT. Despite a 
reduction in incidence and mortality over the last few decades, lung 
cancer is still responsible for the highest number of cancer deaths [34]. 
Lung adenocarcinoma may be treated with PDT using a minimally 
invasive procedure that includes systemic administration of the PS and 
subsequent photoirradiation of cancerous tissue through a fiberoptic 
bronchoscope. In addition to the lower invasiveness compared to sur-
gery, PDT is significantly safer than other treatment modalities as it has 
targeted effects on the irradiated tissue, reducing the systemic toxicity 
typically associated with chemotherapy [35]. Photofrin®, the first 
clinical PDT for lung cancer, was approved in several countries in 1993 
(in 1998 by the US FDA) and still represent a crucial alternative for 
patients bearing unresectable cancers (over 70 % of cases at diagnosis) 
for whom radiotherapy is not indicated [36]. Research and development 
of more potent PS and appropriate delivery (nano)vehicles would 
broaden the list of therapeutic options for such patients, allowing to 
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reduce the dose and improve the tissue selectivity. 
Herein, we report on the physicochemical and biological aspects of a 

PPE-stabilized cubosome formulation encapsulating a newly synthe-
sized photosensitizer [Ru(dppn)2(bpy-morph)](PF6)2 (PS-Ru) (bpy- 
morph = 2,2′-bipyridine-4,4′-diylbis(morpholinomethanone)), poten-
tially applicable for the photodynamic treatment of lung adenocarci-
noma (Fig. 1). 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

All solvents were purchased in HPLC grade or dry (purity > 99.8 %) 
and chemicals were purchased in the highest grade (purity > 98 %) from 
Sigma Aldrich, Acros Organics, Fluka VWR chemicals or Fisher Scientific 
and used as received unless otherwise described. Poly(propylene oxide) 
molar mass 4,000 g mol− 1 were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (the KOH 
impurities were removed by extraction in dichloromethane with water) 
the pure and dry polymer was freeze dried with benzene and stored 
under nitrogen atmosphere. 1,8-Diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) 
was distilled from calcium hydride and stored over molecular sieves (3 
and 4 Å) under a nitrogen atmosphere. N-Cyclohexyl-N′-(3,5-bis(tri-
fluoromethyl)phenyl)thiourea (TU) was synthesized according to the 
procedure described by Tripathi et al. [37] 2-methoxy-2-oxo-1,3,2-diox-
aphospholane (MEP) was synthesized according to the procedure 
described by Steinbach et al. [38]. 

Benzo[i]dipyrido[3,2-a:2′,3′-c]phenazine (dppn) was prepared ac-
cording to literature procedures [39], through Schiff-base condensation 
reaction of 1,10-phenantroline-5,6-dione with commercially available 
2,3-diaminonaphtalene. The polymeric precursor [Ru(CO)2Cl2]n was 
prepared by reaction of RuCl3⋅nH2O with crystalline paraformaldehyde 
in formic acid 90 %. Following 6 h at reflux excluding light, [Ru 
(CO)2Cl2]n was isolated as a pale-yellow powder through trituration 
from hexane [40]. The Ru(II)-intermediates trans-Cl[Ru(bpy-morph) 
(CO)2Cl2] was obtained through slight modifications of procedures re-
ported in literature [40,41], following reaction between the polymeric 
precursor [Ru(CO)2Cl2]n and bpy-morph in 1.1:1 M ratios in refluxing 
methanol and direct obtaining of the ruthenium intermediate by hot 
filtration from the reaction mixture. Ru(II) complex PS-Ru is chiral and 
was isolated as a racemic mixture of Δ and Λ enantiomers. No attempts 
to obtain the pure enantiomers were made in this work. 

For cubosomes preparation, monoolein (MO, 1-monooleoylglycerol, 
RYLO MG 19 PHARMA, 98.1 wt%), was kindly provided by Danisco A/S 
(Denmark). The samples were prepared using fresh distilled water 

purified using a MilliQ system (Millipore) and filtered with a 0.22 µm 
pore size hydrophilic filter. 

2.2. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 

The 1H, and 31P NMR spectra were measured on a 400 MHz Bruker 
AVANCE III AMX system. The temperature was kept at 298.3 K. As 
deuterated solvent CDCl3 was used. For analysis of all measured spectra 
MestReNova 9 from Mestrelab Research S.L. was used. The spectra were 
calibrated against the solvent signal. 

2.3. Synthesis of 2,2′-bipyridine-4,4′-diylbis(morpholinomethanone) 
(bpy-morph) 

A catalytic amount of dimethylformamide (a drop) was added to a 
suspension of 2,2′-bipyridine-4,4′-carboxylic acid (dcbpy, 500 mg, 2.04 
mmol) in 6 mL of thionyl chloride [42]. The reaction mixture was stirred 
at reflux for 4 h under N2 atmosphere. After cooling at r.t., thionyl 
chloride was co-evaporated with toluene, and the red residue was 
immediately suspended in 10 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran. Potassium 
carbonate (860 mg, 6.15 mmol) and morpholine (179 mg, 4.10 mmol) 
were added, the reaction mixture was stirred at r. t. overnight under N2 
atmosphere and then filtered on a Celite pad washing with chloroform. 
The solution was washed three times with water and once with brine. 
The organic phase was dried on Na2SO4 and evaporated to dryness. bpy- 
morph was obtained as a pale-yellow powder (294 mg, 0.77 mmol) with 
a yield of 38 % over two reaction steps. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.80 (d, J = 4.8 Hz, 2H, H6/6′), 8.49 (s, 
2H, H3/3′), 7.41 (d, J = 4.8, 2H, H5/5′), 3.86 (bs, 8H, –CH2 morpholine), 
3.70 (bs, 4H, –CH2 morpholine), 3.49 (bs, 4H, –CH2 morpholine) ppm. 
13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 168.3, 156.1, 150.4, 145.0, 122.5, 119.5, 
67.4, 48.5, 43.0 ppm. 

2.4. Synthesis of trans-Cl[Ru(bpy-morph))(CO)2Cl2] 

To a solution of the polymeric precursor [Ru(CO)2Cl2]n (150 mg, 
0.64 mmol) in 11 mL of dry methanol was added bpy-morph (221 mg, 
0.58 mmol) and the reaction mixture was hated to reflux and stirred 
under N2 atmosphere for 2 h excluding light. The precipitate was filtered 
hot and washed with methanol to obtain complex trans-Cl[Ru(bpy- 
morph)(CO)2Cl2] as yellow solid with a yield of 74 %. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, (CD3)2SO): δ 9.34 (d, J = 5.6, 2H, H6/6′), 8.93 (s, 
2H, H3/3′), 7.90 (d, J = 5.2, 2H, H5/5′), 3.73 (s, 8H, –CH2 morpholine), 
3.62 (s, 4H, –CH2 morpholine), 3.36 (s, 4H, –CH2 morpholine) ppm. 13C 

Fig. 1. Conceptual scheme of the photosensitizer-loaded cubosomes formulation here presented and its application. Cubosomes are represented through their IPMS 
of Pn3m symmetry (see Introduction and Experimental sections). 
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NMR (100 MHz, (CD3)2SO): δ 197.0, 171.3, 166.0, 155.7, 155.6, 154.9, 
148.2, 126.6, 123.5, 67.0, 66.8, 48.4, 43.0 ppm. 

2.5. Synthesis of ruthenium complex [Ru(dppn)2(bpy-morph)](PF6)2 
(PS-Ru) 

To a solution of trans-Cl[Ru(bpy-morph))Cl2(CO)2] (100 mg, 0.16 
mmol) in 8 mL of degassed 2-methoxyethanol, benzo[i]dipyrido[3,2- 
a:2′,3′-c]phenazine (dppn, 106 mg, 0.32 mmol) and trimethylamine N- 
oxide (TMAO, 116 mg, 1.04 mmol) were added. The reaction mixture 
was stirred for 4 h at reflux under N2 atmosphere. After cooling at r.t., 
the addition of 2 mL of 0.1 M of KPF6 aqueous solution allowed the 
complete precipitation of the ruthenium complex as the hexa-
fluorophosphate salt PS-Ru. The crude product was filtered and washed 
with water, methanol, and diethyl ether. Successively, PS-Ru was puri-
fied through flash chromatography on silica gel (eluent: dichloro-
methane:methanol 30:1 with 10 % acetone) to obtain complex PS-Ru as 
red solid with a yield of 62 %. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, (CD3)2CO): δ 9.83 (d, Jc-b = 8 Hz, 2H, Hc), 9.74 
(d, Jc’-b’= 8 Hz, 2H, Hc’), 9,22 (s, 2H, Hd), 9.18 (s, 2H, Hd’), 8.98 (s, 2H, 
H3/3′), 8.76 (d, Ja-b = 4 Hz, 2H, Ha), 8.62 (d, Ja’-b’= 4 Hz, 2H, Ha’), 
8.48–8.40 (m, 6H, H6/6′, He/He’), 8.15 (dd, Jb-c = 4 Hz, Jb-a = 8 Hz, 2H, 
Hb), 7,97 (dd, J1b’-c’ = 4 29 Hz, J2b’-a’ = 8 Hz, 2H, Hb’), 7.85–7.79 (m, 
4H, Hf/Hf’), 7.53 (d, J H3-H2 = 4 Hz, 2H, H5/5′), 3.71 (bs, 8H, –CH2 
morpholine), 3.60 (bs, 4H, –CH2 morpholine), 3.50 (bs, 4H, –CH2 
morpholine) ppm. 13C NMR (100 MHz, (CD3)2CO): δ 166.0, 158.6, 
155.4, 155.0, 153.6, 152.0, 146.0, 141.6, 141.5, 139.3, 139.2, 135.9, 
134.7, 134.6, 132.0, 131.9, 129.3, 129.2, 128.9, 128.8, 128.7, 128.6, 
128.3, 126.0, 123.5, 67.0, 66.7, 48.2, 42.7 ppm. HR-MS (ESI + ) m/z: 
calcd. for C64H46N12O4Ru [M− 2PF6

- ]2+ 574.13987, found: 574.13897. 
Combustion elemental analysis calculated for C64H46N12F12O4P2Ru: C 
53.45, N 11.69, H 3.22; found C 53.28, N 11.04, H 3.42. 

2.6. Singlet oxygen quantum yield determination 

The quantum yield for 1O2 generation (ϕΔ) by PS-Ru was determined 
by direct measurement of the phosphorescence signal of O2(1Δg) → 3O2 
at 1270 nm, following irradiation at 440 nm in air-saturated acetonitrile 
solutions. Experiments were carried out on solutions of the photosen-
sitizer at different concentrations, with the 1MLCT absorbance values 
ranging between 0.08 and 0.2. Phosphorescence signals were collected 
by using a N2 cooled InGaAs photodiode, on a spectrophotofluorimeter 
Horiba FluoroMax. ϕΔ values were determined as previously described, 
by comparison with [Ru(phen)3]2+ taken as reference compound for 1O2 
sensitization (ϕΔ = 0.38 ± 0.06) [43]. 

2.7. Characterization of intermediates and of the of ruthenium complex 
PS-Ru 

The 1H, 13C NMR, COSY and HSQC spectra were collected with a 
Bruker 400 MHz spectrometer. UV–Vis absorption spectra were acquired 
on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 6 spectrophotometer. Fluorescence spectra 
and measurements of the phosphorescence signal of 1O2 were carried 
out on a spectrofluorometer Horiba FluoroMax Plus. 

2.8. Polymerization of 2-methoxy-2-oxo-1,3,2-dioxaphospholane (MEP) 

The polyphosphoester (PPE) Pluronic mimic was synthesized ac-
cording to a previously reported method [44]. TU (260 mg, 7.0⋅10-4 

mol) and the poly(propylene oxide)68-macroinitiator (225,7 mg, 5.6 10- 

5 mol PPO-diol of molar mass 4,000 g mol− 1) were placed in a Schlenk 
tube and freeze-dried with benzene prior use. MEP (1.65 g, 1.20⋅10-2 

mol) were freeze-dried with benzene in a separate Schlenk tube, then 
dissolved in 3 mL of dry dichloromethane and added to the initiator 
mixture. The solution was cooled down to − 10 ◦C, then the polymeri-
zation was initiated by the rapid addition of 2.70 mL of 0.2 mol/L DBU 

in dichloromethane (55 mg, 3.6⋅10-4 mol) to the stirred solution. The 
polymerization was terminated after 3 h by the addition of ca. 1 mL 
acetic acid in dichloromethane (20 mg mL− 1). The polymer was purified 
by precipitation from dichloromethane into ice-cold diethyl ether twice, 
followed by dialysis against deionized water overnight (MWCO: 3500). 
The polymer was obtained after freeze-drying in quantitative yield. 

1H NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ = 4.62 – 4.09 (m, MEP backbone –CH2-), 
3.80 (d, 3JHP = 11.2 Hz, MEP side-chain-O-CH3), 3.62 – 3.28 (m, PPO 
backbone), 1.24 – 1.03 (m, PPO side-chain –CH3), 31P NMR (CDCl3, 
ppm): δ = -0.2 (see SI, Fig S15). 

2.9. Cubosomes preparation 

Cubosomes were prepared using a dry thin film method. MO and PS- 
Ru were firstly dissolved in DCM at 40 ◦C in a glass tube. The solvent was 
then evaporated by rotary evaporation (Rotavapor, Buchi, Germany) to 
obtain a dry thin film. The sample was kept under vacuum to remove 
final traces of solvent, and then frozen overnight. The obtained dry films 
were hydrated with an appropriate amount of a PPE water solution, with 
the help of an ultrasonic bath. The mixture was ultrasonicated using a 
UP100H ultrasonic processor developed by Hiescher (Hielscher Ultra-
sonics GmbH, Germany) (amplitude 90 %; 1 s ON, 1 s OFF) for 5, 4, 3, 2, 
and 1 min cycles. The cubosome formulation investigated had a 
composition of MO/PPE/PS-Ru = 3.3/0.3/0.025 % (w/w). The PS-Ru- 
loaded cubosomes were then separated from the free PS-Ru by dia-
lyzing the formulation using a tubing cellulose membrane (14 kDa 
molecular weight cutoff, Sigma Aldrich) against 2 L of water for 2 h 
(water was changed after 1 h) at room temperature. To evaluate the drug 
entrapment efficiency, after cubosomes disruption in methanol, a Syn-
ergy 4 multiplate reader (BioTek, Winooski, USA) was used for the 
quantitative determination of PS-Ru by means of UV–Vis spectroscopy at 
460 nm. The encapsulation/entrapment efficiency (EE%) was calculated 
exploiting the following expression: 

EE% =
mass of drug after dialysis

mass of weighteddrug
x 100% 

Empty cubosomes (ECub) were prepared as control, using the same 
technique without any PS compound. 

2.10. Small angle X-ray scattering 

The structure of the cubosomes loaded with PS-Ru was investigated 
by means of Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). The measurements 
were performed in a SAXSLab Ganesha instrument (JJ-Xray, Denmark), 
equipped with a 30 W Cu X-ray micro-source (Xenocs, France) and a 2D 
300 K Pilatus detector (Dectris, Switzerland). The data were acquired 
with a pin-hole collimated beam with the detector positioned asym-
metrically at a distance of 480 mm from the sample, to yield azimuthally 
averaged intensities as a function of the scattering vector (q), over the 
range 0.012 – 0.67 Å− 1. The magnitude of the scattering vector is 
defined by q = (4πsinθ)/λ, where λ equals to 1.54 Å (Cu Kα wavelength) 
and θ is half of the scattering angle. 

The cubosomes dispersion was loaded in 1.5 mm quartz capillary 
cells and placed in a thermostat stage at 25 ◦C, controlled using a Julabo 
T Controller CF41 (Julabo Labortechnik GmbH, Germany, and equili-
brated for 1800 s before any SAXS measurements. 

The d spacing was obtained from the positions of the Bragg peaks 
detected in the patterns (qpeak) by the following expression: 

d =
2π

qpeak  

Then, the lattice parameter of the liquid crystalline phase structure, a, 
was calculated for the bicontinuous cubic using the following equation 

a = d •
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
h2 + k2 + l2

√
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where h, k and l are the Miller indexes that describe the crystalline 
planes of lattice. The lattice parameter was used to evaluate the water 
channel radius (rw) of the bicontinuous cubic phase as follows: 

rw = (a − l) •

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
A0

− 2πχ

√

where χ and A0 are, respectively, the Euler characteristic and the surface 
area of the IPMS geometry (Pn3m, χ = − 2, A0 = 1.919), and l is the 
monoolein hydrophobic chain length at 25 ◦C (17 Å) [45]. 

The q scale was calibrated using silver behenate (CH3–(CH2)20- 
COOAg) as a standard. 

The temperature scan measurements were performed at 25, 37, 10 
and then back to 25 ◦C by letting the samples equilibrating for two hours 
at each temperature, to ensure thermal equilibrium. 

2.11. Graphic representation of the Pn3m IPMS 

The Pn3m IPMS (Infinite Periodic Minimal Surface) depicted in Fig. 1 
as pictorial representation of a cubosome is obtained exploiting the fact 
that such minimal surface is given by the zeros of the following function 
[46]: 

f(x, y, z) = sin(x) • sin(y) • sin(z)+ sin(x) • cos(y) • cos(z)+ cos(x)

• sin(y) • cos(z)+ cos(x) • cos(y) • sin(z)

The 3D plot is produced using the function ContourPlot3D from the 
software Wolfram Mathematica [47] by considering the variables x, y, z 
inside the interval [ − 3π,+3π]. 

2.12. Dynamic and electrophoretic light scattering 

The apparent hydrodynamic diameter (Dh), the polydispersity index 
(PdI) and the zeta potential of the cubosomes were estimated via Dy-
namic Light Scattering (DLS) and Electrophoretic Light Scattering (ELS), 
respectively. 

DLS measurements were performed in a ZetaSizer Nano ZS by Mal-
vern Panalytical set in a backscattering geometry at a fixed scattering 
angle of 173◦. The cubosomes were diluted 1:50 in water and analyzed 
in disposable cuvettes. The values of the intensity-weighted Dh and 
polydispersity index were extracted from a second order Cumulant 
analysis. The parameters were collected from at least six independent 
measurements of 10 runs each. 

The electrophoretic mobilities were collected at a fixed scattering 
angle of 17◦ using laser Doppler electrophoresis method with disposable 
folded capillary cells (DTS1070). Zeta potential values were estimated 
from electrophoretic mobility data by using Smoluchowski’s equation 
and stated as the average of three consecutive measurements. 

Both DLS and ELS measurements were performed leaving the sam-
ples equilibrating at 25, 37, 10 and then back to 25 ◦C for 1 h. 

Additionally, the formulation was tested for a medium-term stability 
study at 25 ◦C, with Dh, PdI, and zeta potential of cubosomes being 
monitored for a duration of 30 days. Before each DLS and ELS mea-
surement, the samples were visually examined to make sure there were 
no large aggregates or phase separation. 

2.13. Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy 

The morphology of the cubosomes loaded with the novel photosen-
sitizer was imaged via cryogenic transmission electron microscopy 
(cryo-TEM) at the National Center for High Resolution Electron Micro-
scopy (nCHREM) at Lund University. The JEM-2200FS transmission 
electron microscope (JEOL) was equipped with a field-emission electron 
source, a cryo-pole piece in the objective lens and an in-column energy 
filter (omega filter). The recording of zero-loss images was acquired at 

an acceleration voltage of 200 kV on a bottom-mounted TemCam-F416 
camera (TVIPS) using SerialEM under low-dose conditions. The sample 
was vitrified before measuring using an automatic plunge freezer system 
(Leica Em GP) in an environmental chamber at 25.0 ◦C and 90 % of 
relative humidity. A 4 μL droplet of the dispersions of the formulation 
was deposited on a lacey formvar carbon-coated grid (Ted Pella), and 
the excess liquid was removed with filter paper after blotting. The grids 
were plunged into liquid ethane (around –183 ◦C), ensuring rapid 
vitrification of the cubosomes in their native state. Each grid was stored 
in liquid nitrogen (–196 ◦C) prior to any imaging session, and then 
transferred into the microscope using a cryo-transfer tomography holder 
(Fischione, Model 2550). 

2.14. In vitro activity of PS-Ru and PS-Ru-loaded cubosomes 

The human lung adenocarcinoma cell line Calu-3 was purchased by 
ATCC and grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, High 
Glucose), supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum, Penicillin/ 
Streptomycin (50 units/mL each), sodium pyruvate (1 mM) and non- 
essential amino acids (1 mM). Cells were seeded onto 96 well plates at 
a density of 2x104 cells/well and allowed to attach and grow for 24 h in 
95 % humidified atmosphere with 5 % CO2 at 37 ◦C. Cells were then 
treated with PS-Ru (solubilized in DMSO), empty cubosomes or PS-Ru- 
loaded cubosomes diluted in complete medium (0.025–25 µM). After 
1 h incubation, the medium was replaced, and cells were either exposed 
to LED light for 30 min employing a customized cell illumination device 
(λmax = 462 nm, 18 mW cm− 2) [48] or incubated in the dark. Both 
groups were further cultured for 24 h before replacing the medium with 
3-(4,5-dimethylthiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) 
(0.25 mg/ml). After 3 h, the medium was replaced with ethanol and 
optical density (OD) of wells was recorded on a plate reader (Synergy 4, 
BioTek) at 570 nm. The OD values were used to calculate the percentage 
of viable cells in each well, setting the OD of untreated cells (without PS 
and not exposed to light) as 100 %. Each condition was tested in 5 
replicates. Cells were observed by light microscopy using a Leica DM IL 
LED equipped with 20x objective. Images were acquired by a Leica 
MC170 HD camera controlled by LAS V4.12 software. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Synthesis, characterization and singlet oxygen sensitizing properties 
of PS-Ru 

The synthesis of the ruthenium-based photosensitizer (PS-Ru) was 
accomplished by a straightforward synthetic method recently reported 
by our group [48] for the obtaining of bis-heteroleptic RPCs of the 
general formula [Ru(dppn)2L]2+ (L = bidentate polypyridyl chelates) 
and illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Compared to the most commonly employed synthetic route for 
complexes of the family [Ru(NN)2L]2+ (NN = polypyridyl bidentate 
ligand) [49,50], the main advantage of this “reverse” approach consists 
in the insertion of two dppn ligands into the Ru(II)-scaffold only in the 
last step of reaction. This is of outmost importance as it permits to avoid 
the use of the [Ru(dppn)2Cl2] intermediate, which is scarcely soluble in 
most organic solvents and has therefore represented a central issue 
responsible for the net discrepancy between the numerous mono-, and 
the much rarer di-, dppn containing RPCs developed so far. 

As shown in Fig. 2, for the preparation of PS-Ru herein the 2,2′- 
bipyridine-4,4′-diylbis(morpholinomethanone) ligand (bpy-morph) was 
first obtained by reacting two equivalents of morpholine in dry THF with 
the intermediate 2,2′-bipyridine-4,4′-dicarbonyl dichloride, which was 
in turn obtained by refluxing the commercially available 2,2′-bipyridine- 
4,4′-carboxylic acid (dcbpy) in thionyl chloride. Then, the bpy-morph 
ligand was allowed to react with the polymeric precursor [Ru 
(CO)2Cl2]n in refluxing methanol affording trans-Cl[Ru(bpy-morph) 
(CO)2Cl2] upon hot filtration from the reaction mixture, by performing 
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slight modifications of procedures reported in literature [40,41]. 
Lasty, two equivalents of dppn were added to a solution of trans-Cl 

[Ru(bpy-morph)(CO)2Cl2] in 2-methoxyethanol and in the presence of 
trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO), the latter being used to facilitate the 
detachment of the strongly coordinated CO ligands and favor their 
replacement by the bidentate dppn ligands [51]. Addition of aqueous 
KPF6 led to the precipitation of the hexafluorophosphate salt PS-Ru, 
which was obtained in a yield of 62 % after purification through flash 
chromatography. 

The identity of the obtained compounds was confirmed by 1H, 13C, 
COSY and HSQC NMR and high-resolution mass spectrometry (HR-MS) 
analysis (see SI, Fig. S1-S13). 

The electronic absorption and fluorescence spectra collected for PS- 

Ru in acetonitrile are reported Fig. 3A. 
As shown, besides the intense intraligand π → π* transitions at 

280–330 nm, PS-Ru displays a characteristic double humped absorption 
centered at ~ 385 and ~ 409 nm, which can be associated to the dppn 
centered π → π* transitions, plus a broad 1MLCT absorption around 460 
nm, characteristic of analogues compounds reported in literature 
[52,53]. The complex also features a broad fluorescence emission in 
acetonitrile, with a maximum at 548 nm and a luminescence quantum 
yield (φL) in the order of 10-4 (see SI). This, along with the remarkable 
photosensitizing properties of the complex (vide infra), suggests that 
most of the energy of the excited photosensitizer is lost during the 
sensitization of singlet oxygen, in good agreement with what recently 
proposed for parental compounds [54]. A significant effect of the solvent 

Fig. 2. Synthetic route followed for the preparation of the ruthenium photosensitizer PS-Ru.  

Fig. 3. A) Absorption and (normalized) emission spectra for the photosensitizer PS-Ru in acetonitrile ([PS-Ru] = 10 µM, λexc 410 nm). B) Cryo micrographs of the PS- 
Ru-loaded cubosome formulation. The black arrows highlight the presence of ILAs. C) SAXS pattern of the formulation undergoing a temperature cycle scan. The 
Pn3m pattern is highlighted by the presence of the black lines on the peak maxima, whereas the presence of the Im3m is shown by the red dotted lines. The end of the 
heating/cooling cycle is denoted as with an asterisk. D) Average hydrodynamic diameters (red, left y-axis) and zeta potential (blue, right y-axis) of the sample as a 
function of temperature. The data are reported as average value ± standard deviation from three independent measurements. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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on the emission profile of PS-Ru was also observed (Fig. S14-15, SI), as 
witnessed, for instance, by the strongly quenched and red-shifted 
emission registered in water compared to the one collected in acetoni-
trile; a comparison between the absorption and emission maxima values 
measured in acetonitrile and water is provided in Table 1. 

Preliminary to the evaluation of the phototoxicity of a novel 
photosensitizer is the exploration of its ability to effectively sensitize the 
formation of singlet oxygen upon irradiation. The sensitization of such 
potent cytotoxic species represents indeed a crucial requisite by which a 
candidate PS can pursue its light-induced, biological activity based on 
type II-based cytotoxic pathways [55]. 

The singlet oxygen sensitizing properties of PS-Ru were inspected 
spectrophotometrically, by direct measurements of the phosphorescence 
signal of 1O2 at 1270 nm, generated upon irradiation of air-saturated 
acetonitrile solutions of the ruthenium compound: the corresponding 
quantum yield of 1O2 generation (ϕΔ) was then determined by com-
parison with the reference compound [Ru(phen)3]2+ and listed in 
Table 1. As shown, PS-Ru exhibits a potent ability to sensitize the for-
mation of such harmful species, with a ϕΔ value of 0.54 ± 0.06, i.e., 42 
% higher relative to the one of the reference standard (ϕΔ = 0.38 ± 0.06) 
[43], confirming the beneficial role played the two π-expansive dppn 
ligands into the architecture of this PS. 

3.2. Formulation and physicochemical characterization of PS-Ru-loaded 
cubosomes 

To improve the potential biomedical application of the synthesized 
complex and address its low water solubility, a PS-Ru loaded cubosomes 
formulation (PS-RuCub) was designed using MO as molecular building 
block and PPE as a stabilizing agent. The fluid aqueous dispersions ob-
tained had a milky macroscopic appearance, with cubosomes hydrody-
namic diameters (Dh) of approximately 148 nm and 151 nm for, 
respectively, the PS-RuCub and an empty cubosomes formulation 
(ECub), used for comparison (Table 2). With PdI values less than 0.2, 
both formulations displayed a narrow size distribution, with slightly 
higher values in case of the ECub. Similarly, the zeta potential value 
recorded for ECub was only marginally higher compared to PS-RuCub, 
possibly because of the positive charge of the PS agent. The prepara-
tion of the samples using the dry thin film method led to a high 
encapsulation efficiency of PS-Ru (90 %), which was observed after 
dialysis and disruption of the nanoparticles. It deserves noticing that 
ECub and Ps-RuCub formulations discussed in this work were stabilized 
against coalescence using 0.6 wt% of PPE (Mn value of 33,000 g/mol), 
while Pluronic F127 (PF127)-stabilized cubosomes are typically pre-
pared using not less than 0.3 wt% of PF127 (Mn value of 12,600 g/mol) 
(see also ref. 44), corresponding to a PPE/PF127 molar ratio of around 
0.75. 

The PS-RuCub dispersion was investigated under the physicochem-
ical point of view to highlight if the inclusion of the ruthenium com-
pound may affect morphology, inner structure, size, and stability of the 
nanocarrier. 

First, cryo-TEM measurements were performed, and results of this 
analysis are shown in Fig. 3B. After blotting on the grid at 25 ◦C, the 
sample consisted of inner-structured quasi-spherical objects showing the 

honeycomb structure typical for cubosomes. Interestingly, numerous 
nanoparticles also show interlamellar attachments, or ILAs (indicated by 
the arrows in Fig. 3B), described in literature as fundamental interme-
diate states involved in the evolution from planar lamellar structures to 
the three-dimensional bicontinuous cubic assemblies [56,57] ILAs are 
often observed in cubosome formulations, and their concentration is 
usually proportional to the amount of the stabilizer used, typically a 
block co-polymer [5,58]. 

The morphology of the cubosomes is retained, as the structures 
highlighted in the micrographs are in line with others already reported 
in the literature for this composition without PS-Ru [44]. As a final 
remark, cryo-TEM analysis revealed that the sample is characterized by 
the absence of vesicles [4,59], often found also in high amount, in 
cubosome formulations (see also Fig. S17). 

SAXS patterns (Fig. 3C) of the loaded formulations were then ac-
quired at room (25 ◦C), body (37 ◦C) and storage (10 ◦C) temperature to 
highlight how this parameter may affect the structure of the cubosomes. 
The samples exhibited a Pn3m bicontinuous cubic pattern at 25 ◦C, 
typical of the formulation containing MO and the PPE as stabilizer [44], 
and encapsulation of PS-Ru did not influence the structure in a signifi-
cant manner. The lattice parameters and the water channel radius, 
evaluated by the position of the peaks related to the Pn3m and Im3m 
patterns, are also in accordance with the ones previously reported for 
MO-based cubosomes (Table 3) [5]. 

When the temperature of the sample was increased to 37 ◦C, the 
peaks of the Pn3m phase shifted to higher scattering vector values, 
meaning that the lattice parameter and the water channel radius are 
decreasing. This is related to the higher thermal motion of the lipid 
chains that may assume different conformations and reduce the hydro-
phobic volume, leading to a smaller space occupied by this portion in the 
elementary cell of the Pn3m phase. 

After cooling the cubosome formulation down to 10 ◦C, the peaks 
shifted towards lower q values, leading also to a higher lattice parameter 
and water channel radius. This is in accordance with a possible rear-
rangement of the tails of MO, where the chains are more elongated, thus 
occupying a bigger volume [45]. Interestingly, despite maintaining the 
original inverse bicontinuous cubic Pn3m phase when reducing the 
temperature from 25 to 10 ◦C, an unexpected decrease in the average 
hydrodynamic diameter of the nanoparticles is observed alongside an 
increase in lattice size (refer to Table 1 and Fig. 3D). This counterintu-
itive phenomenon may be attributed to the reduced mobility of the PPE 
hydrophilic arms, resulting in less protrusion into the bulk water. 
Consequently, although the lipid nanostructure swells, Dh diminishes 

Table 1 
Electronic absorption fluorescence emission maxima measured in acetonitrile 
and water, along with the quantum yield for 1O2 generation (ϕΔ) determined in 
acetonitrile by direct measurements of the 1O2 phosphorescence signal at 1270 
nm.  

Media λabs/nm (ε x 103 M− 1 cm− 1) λem/λexc 

(nm) 
ϕΔ (1O2) 

CH3CN 325 (138.1), 385 (22.9), 409 (28.3), 460 
(25.3) 

548/410 0.54 ±
0.06 

water 325 (76.2), 389 (17.9), 412 (20.3), 460 
(20.3) 

636/410 —  

Table 2 
Cubosomes characterization in terms of apparent hydrodynamic diameter (Dh, 
nm), polydispersity index (PdI), zeta potential (mV) and encapsulation effi-
ciency (EE%). Asterisk indicates samples incubated in DMEM cell culture 
medium.   

ECub ECub* PS-RuCub PS-RuCub* 

Dh (nm) 151 ± 3 148 ± 2 152 ± 2 146 ± 1 
PdI 0.17 ± 0.03 0.12 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 
Zeta potential (mV) − 39 ± 2 − 17 ± 2 − 34 ± 2 − 17 ± 1 
EE% − – − – 90 ± 8 − –  

Table 3 
Lattice parameters, a, and water channel radius, rw, for the PS-RuCub cubosomes 
at different temperatures. The end of the heating/cooling cycle is denoted as 
with an asterisk.  

Temperature (◦C) Space Group a (Å) rw (Å) 

25 Pn3m 91.2 ± 0.6 18.6 ± 0.2 
37 Pn3m 90 ± 1 18.1 ± 0.4 
10 Pn3m 104 ± 1 23.8 ± 0.5 
25* Im3m 

Pn3m 
126 ± 2 
95.0 ± 0.3 

22 ± 1 
20.1 ± 0.1  
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due to the reduced thickness of the hydrophilic poly(methyl ethylene 
phosphate) corona surrounding the nanoparticles. When the system was 
heated back to 25 ◦C, the sample exhibits the coexistence of two phases: 
in addition to the native Pn3m, the Im3m bicontinuous cubic phase was 
observed, and the lattice parameter and water channel radius values 
evaluated from two peaks of such phase are in line with this finding 
[4,60]. Some hysteresis was observed for the position of the peaks of the 
Pn3m phase when the sample is heated again to standard temperature, 
with the lattice parameters and water channel radius slightly different 
from the samples measured directly at 25 ◦C before starting the tem-
perature cycle. This phase transition followed by an equilibrium be-
tween the two phases is a common feature of cubosomes made of MO 
and Pluronics, and it is given rise from interactions between the stabi-
lizer and the lipid bilayer. In this case, the lower degrees of freedom of 
the PPE polymer may lead to specific interactions with the bilayer, 
yielding the additional Im3m phase, as MO alone cannot form such 
phase at 10 ◦C [45,61]. These features could be relevant in terms of 
formulation storage. 

Finally, the variation of Dh, PdI, and zeta potential of PS-Ru-loaded 
cubosomes as a function of the temperature were evaluated (Fig. 3D). 
The diameter at 25 ◦C is in line with those already evaluated for similar 
formulations [5,44,62], while the inclusion of PS-Ru leads to a slightly 
higher PdI. The zeta potential value does not seem to be significantly 
affected by the encapsulation of PS-Ru, suggesting that any physi- 
adsorption of such molecule should be excluded. When the system is 
heated to 37 ◦C, virtually no significant changes in terms or Dh, PdI and 
zeta potential were observed, being the different values within the 
experimental errors. On the other hand, the measurements at 10 ◦C 
highlighted a decrease in the hydrodynamic diameter of the cubosomes. 
Heating back the sample to 25 ◦C restores the size and zeta potential to 
the initial values. 

In general, the formulation does not seem to be thermo-responsive, 
meaning that the balance of charge within the Stern layer does not 
change significantly upon increasing or decreasing the temperature. 
This indicates a strong colloidal stability, which was already highlighted 
by our previous investigation over time on the empty formulation [44]. 

Additionally, DLS and ELS analysis were carried over a 30-day period 
(Fig. S18) for a medium-term stability study of the colloidal systems 
stored at 25 ◦C. PS-RuCub optimal stability was revealed by the size 
distribution results, as evidenced by the average diameter that remained 
constant over the course of the storage period. The relatively narrow size 
distribution was also maintained, as evidenced by the nearly constant 
PdI values. A slight decrease of the zeta potential was observed after few 
weeks of storage, reaching values of approximately − 30 mV after 30 
days of monitoring. Such finding is in line with what already reported 
with the empty formulation [44]. 

3.3. Biological characterization of PS-Ru-loaded cubosomes 

The anticancer potential of PS-Ru-loaded cubosomes was assessed in 
vitro, using a model of human lung adenocarcinoma and a LED array as 
illumination device. Being a newly synthesized complex, the photo-
activity of PS-Ru (non-encapsulated) was initially evaluated. Briefly, 
two separate cell culture multiwell plates were employed for the test. 
After receiving the PS-Ru treatment in parallel, one plate was exposed to 
light for 30 min to trigger the photoactivation, while the other was kept 
in the dark for the same time. The cell viability determined 24 h after the 
treatment revealed a high photoactivity of PS-Ru coupled with sub-
stantial inertia in the dark (Fig. 4A). IC50 (half-maximal inhibitory 
concentration) values calculated for the two treatments, respectively 
equal to 0.0639 µM and > 25 µM, allowed to derive the phototoxic index 
(PI, defined as the ratio between IC50 in the dark/IC50 after irradiation) 
that exceeds 391. It needs to be noted that, in the concentration range 
tested, the exposure to PS-Ru in the dark never reduced the cell viability 
below the 50 %, not allowing the calculation of the IC50, that is therefore 
reported as > 25 µM. The PI represents a quickly accessible and 

informative parameter to rate the efficacy of a newly synthesized PS, 
with higher values being desirable to ensure high potency in target re-
gions and minimum toxicity in the districts not subjected to irradiation. 
In the case of the PS-Ru presented in this work, the PI is in line with data 
from other analogues of the series, previously employed on a non- 
melanoma skin cancer model [48]. Focusing on the specific applica-
tion for lung adenocarcinoma, our complex outperformed other Ru- 
based PS reported in literature, that showed PIs lower than 135 [63], 
114 [64], and 50 [65]. On the other hand, in another recent report, a 
bimetallic Ru/Os complex triggering photodynamic and photothermal 
effects showed a remarkable PI of 821, suggesting that a combined 
mechanism allows to further increase the efficacy of these agents [66]. 

The next experiment followed the same protocol and was aimed at 
assessing the photoactivity/cytocompatibility of PS-RuCub. In this case 
as well, the phototoxic activity of PS-RuCub was distinctly observed, 
highlighting its responsiveness to light, while demonstrating negligible 
activity in the absence of light exposure (Fig. 4B). Not surprisingly, 
cubosomes encapsulation increases the IC50 of PS-Ru by approximately 
2.2-fold (0.144 µM), while the IC50 value in the dark was > 5 µM. Such 
phenomenon is often observed when directly comparing free vs. 

Fig. 4. Viability of Calu3 lung adenocarcinoma cells assessed by MTT following 
treatments with (A) the photosensitizer PS-Ru, (B) PS-Ru-loaded cubosomes 
(PS-RuCub), or (C) empty cubosomes (ECub), with or without exposure to light 
for 30 min. The dashed line is a guide for the eye to highlight the viability of 
cells exposed to light without PS. One way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey HSD 
Test was employed to substantiate differences between cells only exposed to 
light (no PS-Ru, 0 µM) vs. cells treated with PS-RuCub or ECub and exposed to 
light (* p < 0.01) (n = 5). 
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encapsulated drugs in vitro and is linked to the longer time required for 
endocytosis, intracellular processing, and drug release from the nano-
carrier [67]. However, envisaging a clinical translation, nano-
encapsulation of highly lipophilic PS allows to avoid the use of organic 
co-solvents (i.e., DMSO) for systemic administration, prolongs the cir-
culation half-life, and might enhance tumor distribution through the 
Enhanced Permeability and Retention (EPR) effect. Combined together, 
these positive effects of nanoencapsulation (that would be explicitly 
appreciated in in vivo experiments) well counterbalance the observed 
reduction in efficacy, making cubosomes a convenient option for PS 
formulation and administration. The safety of the empty nanocarrier 
was then assessed to rule out any possible contribution of cubosomes 
components to the observed toxicity. Indeed, the use of PPE instead of 
Pluronic F127 as cubosome stabilizer already demonstrated lower 
toxicity and higher hemocompatibility, highlighting the translational 
potential of these delivery systems [44]. Here, unloaded cubosomes 
were confirmed to be safe, since only the highest concentration 
employed led to a mild but significant reduction in cell viability 
compared to control (P < 0.01, IC50 value after irradiation and in the 
dark always greater than 5 µM) (Fig. 4C). 

Recent reports evidenced that cubosomes and similar liquid crys-
talline nanoparticles when exposed to biological media may undergo 
dynamic structural and morphological transformations, which also 
affect nanoparticle size distribution and number, presumably due to 
nanoparticles adsorption of plasma components and other environ-
mental factors (e.g., ionic composition) [68]. Therefore, Ecub and PS- 
RuCub formulations were incubated for 1 h at 37 ◦C in the same me-
dium used for the cell tests indicated in paragraph 2.14. Conditions 
(time of incubation, temperature, sample:medium ratio) were specif-
ically chosen to reproduce those used for the in vitro tests. Following the 
incubation, the samples were measured via DLS and ELS (according to 
the procedure reported in the paragraph 2.12) to evaluate the stability of 
the cubosomes during the biological assays. Results are reported in 
Table 2. Dh and PdI values showed almost no discernible differences 
with data obtained in water. On the other hand, probably due to the 
higher ionic strength and composition of the medium, a decrease in the 
zeta potential values, equal to − 17 mV for both samples, was observed. 
Consequently, the formulations can be considered stable under the 

conditions used for the in vitro cell experiments. 
PDT triggers cell death in vitro due to the production of ROS, that can 

in turn react with biological macromolecules activating the apoptotic 
cascade. Among the numerous effects of PDT on the cell homeostasis, 
alterations of the cell membrane are frequently observed [69]. Indeed, 
lipids composing the cell membrane are extremely sensitive to the 
oxidative stress triggered by PDT, that induces their peroxidation and 
the subsequent disruption of membrane-associated processes [70]. 
Membrane blebbing is a hallmark of cytoskeletal dysregulation and can 
be used as an accessible indicator of cells in the late stages of apoptosis. 
Here, light microscopy imaging allowed to observe the progressive 
formation of membrane blebs in cells treated with increasing concen-
trations of free PS-Ru (Fig. 5B,C) or with PS-RuCub (Fig. 5D) and 
exposed to light, highlighting cells undergoing apoptosis. Importantly, 
apoptosis is only one of the several possible mechanisms of cell death 
triggered by PDT, with other pathways involving other cell types (e.g., 
immunogenic cell death) playing an important role in vivo [71]. 
Conversely, the treatment of cells with empty cubosomes did not lead to 
any major morphological change (Fig. 5E), confirming the safety of the 
nanocarrier already observed with the metabolic tests. 

4. Conclusions 

The peculiar liquid-crystalline bicontinuous cubic nanostructure of 
cubosomes and their fusogenic properties [72] make these nanoparticles 
particularly appealing in pharmaceutical applications [73–76], and a 
number of different examples, involving all types of administration 
routes, are now available in literature [62,77,78]. However, the potency 
of cubosomes in PDT was only scarcely investigated so far, with only 
four papers reported in the literature [48,79–81]. Herein, in light of the 
encouraging results arising from the employment of RPCs-based pho-
tosensitizers in the photodynamic treatment of a wide variety of cancers, 
we explored the potential of cubosomes as nanocarriers for PS-Ru, a 
novel PS candidate belonging to a recently-developed class of RPCs- 
based PSs characterized by two π-extended dppn units simultaneously 
coordinated in their scaffolds. PS-Ru turned out to be a potent singlet 
oxygen sensitizer, with a quantum yield for singlet oxygen generation as 
high as 0.54 ± 0.06 in acetonitrile. The good singlet oxygen 

Fig. 5. Light microscopy images showing the morphology of Calu-3 cells after one hour exposure to no treatment (A), PS-Ru 0.25 µM (B), PS-Ru 5 µM (C), PS-RuCub 
0.25 µM (D), or an equivalent volume of ECub (E) and 30 min LED irradiation (λ = 462 nm). Note the progressive granulation of cell bodies and the increasing 
number of apoptotic blebs (red arrowheads) when cells are subjected to PDT in vitro. Quantification of apoptotic blebs per cell in a defined area (0.22 mm2) of the 
microscopy images (F). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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sensitization capability was also paralleled by a potent phototoxic effect 
displayed in Calu3 lung adenocarcinoma cells, as witnessed by a PI index 
exceeding 391. With the goal of addressing key challenges hindering the 
use of PS in systemic administration, PS-Ru was then successfully 
encapsulated within the lipid bilayer of MO-based cubosomes stabilized 
with a highly biocompatible polyphosphoester analog of Pluronic F127. 
Our objective was to develop a PS formulation tailored for forthcoming 
in vivo tests in animal models. Although encapsulation into the cubo-
somes structure reduced the ability of the photosensitizer to trigger the 
formation of 1O2, the PS-RuCub formulation still maintains an IC50 value 
after irradiation in the nM range, and the biological tests conclusively 
demonstrated the good phototoxic characteristics of the cubosomes 
formulation against lung adenocarcinoma cells under appropriate irra-
diation, simultaneously confirming its safety in the absence of light. 

In conclusion, the design and successful implementation of the pro-
posed nanoparticles emerges as a promising strategy to overcome the 
common drawbacks associated with RPCs, providing potential candi-
dates for the preclinical development in the field of photodynamic 
therapy of lung adenocarcinoma. 
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